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there's an abyss in the chest
created by the missing heart
like a model landscape
where humans have grown extinct.




It's like falling from an airplane, the air growing cooler and
cooler,
until it condenses in the inevitable moonlight,
the clouds coming closer, below the left foot, below the right
foot,
a microscopic landscape with roads like capillaries
pulsing in counter-movements,
feeble hands grasping for the King of Blood,
"seek the Lord while he may be found,"
ears ringing with the whistles of some kind of cosmic marmots,
an indifferent bat's membrane spreading between the nerves,
"it is unworthy of great hearts to broadcast their own
confusion."
It's like falling from an airplane
before the masked face of a creator
who's dressed in a scrub suit
and latex gloves.
Now they are bringing, bedded in melting ice,
the new heart,
like some trophy
from the Eightieth Olympiad of Calamities.
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Atrium is sewn to atrium,
aorta to aorta,
three hours of eternity
coming and going.
And when the heart begins to beat
and the curves jump
like synthetic sheep
on the green screen,
it's like a model of a battlefield
where Life and Spirit
have been fighting
and both have won.
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THE CLOCK
In the tenth century
a monk named Gilbert
put together the first
mechanical clock:
the human spirit's yearning
towards the Eternal Infinite
needed to be marked off
by a regular sound.
It needed a balance wheel,
an acrobat hanging on a bar
coming loose.
The regular sound begot bells,
the synchronized bells
begot towns,
the towns begot cities,





a second begot a moment.
And there is no nature in a moment.
No town. No bells, no tick.
No monk. No ash.
The acrobat in the cupola




The Emperor Qin Shi-Huang-ti,
first supreme ruler of China,
reigned for nine months posthumously,
embalmed and seated
on his throne, surrounded
by piles of fish,
just in case
he might smell:
blind eyes of fish, indulgent
moons of historiography,
fish-spawn, vowels
of the official loyalty oath,
swim-bladders of fish, shrines
of the true faith,
bloody fish-fins, ballots
voting to bury philosophers
alive,
naked little fish skulls, ritual
whispered chants of consent
to the stoning of those
who remember too much,
dried mucus of scales, zeal
of the ladies-in-waiting when Qin
merely rehearsed his immortality
in one of his twenty identical palaces,
fish-gills, safe conducts
good for all time,
fish-guts, the bitter
secrets of the state
where, in any case, sometimes
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the emperor gets bumped off,
fish with a round ban against laught
on their lips, fish, caryatids
with flesh falling off the bones,
fish, phosphorescent catalysts
of eternity,
fish, geniuses of muteness,
cartilaginous fish, bony fish,
little fish, big fish,
imperial fish
with the single distinctive function
of stinking clear up to here.
GLASS
Li Po was glass.
Kant was glass.
We observe ourselves like transparent
sea anemones.
We see the dark purple heart
beating,
we see the gray lungs, wings
rising and falling,
we see the oligochaetic
worms of thought
gnawing under the cap.
Linnaeus was glass.
Mozart was glass.
Franz Josef was glass.
In the transparent belly
we see the tubular moon,
and behind the crystalline mouth
the swallowed words.
A prisoner is glass,
a policeman is glass,
sixty glass robots
reside in the castle.
Behind the swallowed words






THE FALL LROM THE GREEN FROG
Yes, little boy, you were drowning a bit.
You toppled off the inflatable green frog
into the swimming pool, and you were drowning agreeably,
as if you wanted
once more to see the world from down there, from the side
of Moorish flutes and black princesses.
The little head kept bobbing up and disappearing
like a curious seal,
like the torso of a visionary who crashes through
the firmament, beholding the signs
of Virgo and Aries, and a coiffed lock
of God's hair, while the shepherd's staff
drops to earth in superfluous amazement.
Your little voice dissolved in the blue-green,
and your tiny talk shivered
ashore, abandoned. And already on the horizon,
behind the trees, the small skull of the evil new moon was rising,
when we dragged you out and comforted you,
while your newly found, bitter-milky
bellowing carried to the suns.
Yes, little boy. And you see, in a way,
this is how you get initiated into life. It's always
a spot of trouble and some unwrapped confusion.
Half-choked by the rush of moments and the rush of molecules,
we gasp for breath and climb onto the vault
of the universe, which is no bigger than the frog,
than the stage of the world's smallest theater.
And we always find that the main button
is missing, or there's a stain on the jacket, or
we forget our lines, or the word forgets us,
it's always something like a premature birth
with dripping blood, we never have a handkerchief
U
or an ID card on us, we always get up
on the wrong side of bed, no matter which side it is.
And gangs of flat-headed newts laugh at us,
boletus, king of the mushrooms, is splitting his sides.
Mom and Dad look meaningfully
at each other, so it's starting for him,
but for us it ends, because Mommy
drowned in her lung edema ten minutes ago,
she looks alive, but the rattle is over. And Dad
was cremated with a ribbon of vomit in the corner
of his mouth.
So you're all alone, little boy,
you haven't learned your part yet, and there's no one
to prompt. And to comfort.
And you, you'll often go
underwater, into the blue-green, into the signs
of Virgo, Aries and Trouble, so very
tangible in the pregnant belly of time.
Resembling all the partly born
with the head of a seal, surprised
in superfluous amazement, stiff
before performing in the world's smallest theater,
under the always malign new moon
on the back of the inflatable green frog.
translated by David Young and Dana Hdbovd
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William Stafford
FOR A LOST CHILD
What happens is, the kind of snow that sweeps
Wyoming comes down while Lm asleep. Dawn
finds your sleeping bag but you are gone.
Nowhere now, you call through every storm,
a voice that wanders without a home.
Across bridges that used to find a shore
you pass, and along shadows of trees that fell
before you were born. You are a memory
too strong to leave this world that slips away
even as its precious time goes on.
I glimpse you often, faithful to every country
we ever found, a bright shadow the sun
forgot one day. On a map of Spain
I find your note left from a trip that year
our family traveled: "Daddy, we could meet here."
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STORY TIME
Tell that one about Catherine
who carried her doll to college
and when her baby died
she threw her doll in the river.
Tell that one.
And the one when the old engineer
liked his locomotive so much
he lived there and they had to
build him a house with a whistle.
I like that.
And the successful racehorse with a fancy stall
fixed up like a Western clubhouse
with an old tennis shoe nailed
for luck above the door.
That's a good one.
But I'm tired of this long story
where I live, these houses with people
who whisper their real lives away
while eternity runs wild in the street,
and you suffocate.
Yes, and how about the boy who always
granted others their way to live,
and he gave away his whole life
till at last nothing was left for him?
Don't tell that one.
Bring me a new one, maybe with a dog
that trots alongside, and a desert with a hidden
river no one else finds, but you go there




The thing is, I'm still
an animal. What is a spirit,
I wonder. But I only wonder:
I'll never know.
Night comes and I'm hungry.
Tempted by anything, or called
by my peculiar appetites,
I turn aside, faithfully.
What comes before me
transforms into my life.
"Truth," I say, and it answers,
"I'm what you need."
I sing, and a song shaped like a bird
flies out of my mouth.
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WHAT'S IN MY JOURNAL
Odd things, like a button drawer. Mean
things, fishhooks, barbs in your hand.
But marbles too. A genius for being agreeable.
Junkyard crucifixes, voluptuous
discards. Space for knicknacks, and for
Alaska. Evidence to hang me, or to beatify.
Clues that lead nowhere, that never connected
anyway. Deliberate obfuscation, the kind
that takes genius. Chasms in character.
Loud omissions. Mornings that yawn above
a new grave. Pages you know exist
but you can't find them. Someone's terribly
inevitable life story, maybe mine.
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THE RIGHT TIME
All the lies in our town ran to the river one summer night and
jumped in.
It was after a band concert in the park, full moon, fireflies, ice
cream on the way home. And like a hive of bees the lies just up and
left. They couldn't stand it any more.
I sat on the front step and watched through the moonlight
hours. Owls along the street began to mourn. Aglow at every
corner, our town stretched out and slept. A window in Jane's house
on the corner shone and then dimmed.
In heavy darkness out there my teachers were sleeping, and
the mean cop who chased us from The Fair Grounds, and the
bankers and merchants and mothers in their mysterious lives.
After that night I forgave and was forgiven. The courthouse,
the school, parents, police—these never frightened me afterward.
When we live again, when Crazy Horse comes back, and the
buffalo dot the hills, one little shadow will wait, off to the side. It
will be staring through a thin row of trees at a full moon floating




IN PRAISE OF THE PUFFBALL
The puffball appears on the hill
like the brain of an angel,
full of itself yet modest,
where it sprang like a pearl
from the dark fingers of space
and the ring where light years ago
it clustered unnoticed,
a gleam in the brim of Saturn,
a moon as homely as soap,
scrubbed by solar winds
and the long shadows of stars
and the smoke of dead cities
and the muscles of the tide
and the whorled oil of our thumbs,
and the earth, pleased to make room
for this pale guest, darkening.
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THE WISDOM OF THE GEESE
The geese are displeased.
They want to invent the snow.
Each has swallowed
a whole pitcher of light.
Stuffed with brightness,
they can hardly move.
As they waddle through tall grass
they drop feathers, quaint clues,
like the arch humor of ferns.
Something wakes the pond, wrinkling it.
It's bad luck to look back.
They step off into dark water.
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SWIMMING TO CHINA
To touch hair that gleams
like piano keys (black ones);
to live among porcelain gods
in whose hands peaches are scepters;
to eat rice with ginger
like slices of damp amber, using
two happy batons; to desire squid,
pickled leeks, shark soup;
to eat a bird's nest and taste patience;
to find the moon in my beancurd cake,
a boiled yolk like a ball in a well;
to hide soapstone monkeys
in a lacquered chest,
to open its jade doors
and find more than I looked for,
water chestnuts at prayer,
a teacup scarfed in dragons,
fans cracking their knuckles,
and a packet of paper fish
on which someone has written.
We are flowers.
Put us back in the water.
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AN ANGEL CONSIDERS THE NAMING OF MEAT
Whatever this was, with its arms and skirt,
crowned and winged and all-seeing,
it was no mere grazer. Crown roast,
butterfly chop, arm pot roast, skirt steak,
eye round. And what's left
is large and curious as a fallen tree,
split open, a breached tomb of roseate marble.
Seven ribs stand up in a sea of fat.
Like rowers they lean into the wind.
Once they rocked as one, in out, in out,
pushed by the breath of the living beast.
Now there is stillness
on the butcher's board, faintly hollowed
by the flesh of animals fallen under the knife
year after year. How can he bear it?
On his fluted rack hang hooks, poles,
a scraper for scrubbing the rough nap
off flesh ripped by the blade,
and a cleaver nipped from a halo of steel.
The electric slicer buzzes and whines,
but the plucked pullets sleep, curled up
in their chilly incubator,
their wings hugging their sides,
dreamless, having lost their heads.
If they had thumbs, they would be sucking them.
Famished, foolish, I am overcome with grief.
The butcher unhooks a sausage, cuts it,
hands me a wafer studded with precious meats.
"You're my first customer. This one's on me."
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MEMORY HAT
"Do not pack, flatten or fold the Memory Hat as it will retain the
altered shape."
from Care Instructions for a Panama Hat
Headhunter, traveler.
Sombrero de paja toquilla,
hat of the straw headdress,
your brim so broad I am
a shady character, gossiping
to the stunned ears of orchids
and the folded ears of cats,
to lilies with no discretion
and whelks that remember nothing
but what your brim bargained:
Your secret is safe with me,
Keep it under your hat.
Priest of palmatas
and patron saint of haberdashers,
born like a galaxy from a navel
in the moist air of the mountains,
crowned without thorns,
brimming with beauty at last,
accept my head, Saint Panama Hat,
holy martyr, washed, bleached,
steamed, stretched on the rack,
every fiber obedient, trained,
I vow to preserve you,
all the days of your life,
never to leave you on the window shelf of a car,
never to abandon you to an arid embrace,
never to flatten or fold you.
And when we are tired of each other,
I will boil water in a pot and steam you.
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I will sing the last words of lobsters
as they sink into suffering,
their carapace crimson, their flesh a cream,
and you will shrink or stretch,
and I will place you in the sun,
in the curved arm of time
brimmed in eternity, shading the hill
of my head that considers the sky
as it throws down light, bundles of it,




. . Come! I'll show you the bride. .
—Apocalypse 21:9
It was at home: Mama was cooking,
I was taking care of the baby.
Restless, because of the boy who was waiting for me.
The baby's wet, I called.
I'm going to change him.
Mama shot me a look and I went to my room
and tried on dresses to wear to the door
and talk with the boy who whispered:
I want to eat your legs, your belly, your breasts,
I want to touch you.
And he was in fact touching me, the way his soul
shone through his eyes.
Have you changed the baby?
You're a strange one!
Stop talking to your friends and listen!
I began to cry: pleasure and embarrassment.
He looked at my bare feet and laughed.
The vibrations of the flesh sing hymns,
even those we turn away from:
flatulence (he said in one ear)
yawns (he said in the other)
the rhythm of pleasure.
—
I was worried the whole time.
—And so naive and naked, he added,
a voluptuous woman in her bed
can praise God,
even if she is nothing but voluptuous and happy.
—Poor people understand that. . .
—Yes, like when they write on the walls:
US BEGGARS SALUTE YOU, O GOD!
He looked like an angel, speaking of wisdom. . .
Helios, I called him, you're that luminescent.
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your body acting out your spirit.
—You learn fast, praise be Our Lord Jesus Christ,
he intoned from the bottom of his Christian soul
enticing me once and for all.
Who is the pope? I asked, anxious to receive the sacraments.
—Our Father who blesses us.




Whenever I had an attack of nerves
I would refuse to walk under electric wires,
I was afraid of rain, of lightning,
and I got nauseous just thinking about certain animals
which I won't mention (or I'd have to wash out my mouth
with ashes.)
I would pick up every fruit peel in sight.
Now that I'm cured, I have a life and so much more:
Already I can touch the wires when the switch is off,
plus I got myself this plastic rain-cape
which I wear day and night, even when Em sleeping.
If it happens to rain, no problem.
I don't both any more about fruit peels, even banana or mango.
let somebody else take care of them;
the signs I put up all over — "BEWARE" —
work just fine. It's really quite charming
for a bishop to have apostolic zeal.
I never tire of explaining this to the pastor
of my diocese, but he doesn't understand,
he merely says: "Oh dear. Dear, dear";
he thinks it's Women's Lib, he thinks
faith is way up there and here below
there's only bad taste. It's awful, just awful —
no one understands. I used to scream continuously
when I had an attack of nerves.
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FALSETTO
The authorities have bags under their eyes
and practiced voices for communiques:
We guarantee the best solution on the spot.
Which spot? The pudendum?
God already took care of that, covering it with hair.
My son was a good boy.
He would never have killed himself like the police said.
I touched his head; it was all broken,
a token of their guilt.
The witnesses vanished,
lost their teeth, their tongues,
lost their memories.
I lost my son.
".
. . He greeted the rabble, speaking to them of the Kingdom,
to those in need of cure he restored their health."
Hard words only for liars, legalists
who harness on others the heavy bundles
they themselves would not so much as touch. . .
Oh, great shriek that I long to shriek,
hiss that would leave me empty.
Certain hues, tamed birds,
a yellow house with a gate and flowers thrill me,
but I can't enjoy them. Eve got to preach the Kingdom.
I'd like a country place, a wisp of a farm,
but Christianity won't let me,
Marxism won't let me.




My swimming pool is not for recreation, said the Pope.
I have no intention of being a prophet, said the Bishop.
What thick rope, what a full pail,
what a fat sheaf of bad things.
What an incoherent life is mine.
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what dirty sand.
I am an old woman with whom God toys.
Along with rage and shame
my appetite remains unshakable
—
fatty meats, anything floury,
I nibble vegetables as if they were carnal encounters,
I am afraid of death
and think about it at great length
as if I were a respectable, serious,
prudent and frugal lady-philosopher.
If someone will join me. I'll found a political party.
I'll overthrow the government, the papacy,
bulldoze all the rectories
and institute my dream:
across a plain, innumerable,
the friars descended in their hoods
like brown birds, peacefully, searching for a place.
I walked with them until they came to a big house.
Where they found a big stove, a big table,
and they all went inside and made themselves at home,
scattering about the house
like true brothers.




The sunlight falters — it is worn.
Then the African shadows begin,
animals darken, and safari balloons come down.
Stray winds bring to mind loneliness
and the smell of the Ruwenzoris.
There was a feeling we forgot,
somewhere between here and America —
maybe it was the jetlag —
because we're no longer strangers in this landscap
as if we understand at last the spotted cats,
the old men and the old beggar's cane,
the inside-out of zoos,
this savanna silence.
We walked all this way just to see the skulls
forgetting they've been found once before.
It's in our blood, then,
this anthropological shiver,
these tales of African lore,
in spite of doctors,
in spite of shots for typhoid.
We'd prefer something simple as breathing,
or a walk into the Olduvai:
a birthplace or two, uncovered bones.
An open shirt the color of wood.
Instead, climbing down,
we understand the uncertain change of water,
the up and back of waves,
ancient dust and insects,
a forgotten ocean in its tiny infancy.
This is malaria and the darkening of blood.
It is an aging sun.
This is our first cultural breath.
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THE KILLING OF THE COBRA
begins with shivering in the bushes and human alarm.
The pulse of the village quickens.
Young men run nervously over the hard brown earth.
Small children hide.
In the bnraza elders give counsel —
shouting, passing whiskey,
coughing from the strength of tobacco,
lowering their eyes at the news of a boy
dead from snakebite.
If he had spent time thinking of
the brilliant scales or
the Paleocene shadows,
could he have known the curtain
snakes have raised on biology —
the fleeting view into bipedal fear,
their reptilian grace?
He knew the death of the snake would matter,
but not really.
It's more important the way its dead form is looped on
stick
—
the prize and the honor.
More the tensioned silence before the final blow,
a ballet of time and timing,
the sticks coming down,
evasion, extinction,
the beads of sweat
on those other African boys in the sun.
Like a Sunday parade:
all the old soldiers
be-medalled and glassy-eyed,
remembrance of things,
of victories far away,
the deaths of fathers and small animals.
Such surprising truth in the forest —
the snake, the open-hood dancing,
the Origin, the battle, the tombstone.




Thunder, the Baltic, Andrzej scattering the swans
with his quick limp, as we bring up the rear
worrying how many people get struck in Poland
each year from lightning. The rain soon pelts,
our skin grows huge as sponges, the sand
wet on top, heavy as our lives, but with each step
we tread down to our dry selves, gray tracks left behind
as if they were our last requests. "Is this when I die,"
we say here in the open, no tree
to stand under or to blame, in the event
of the sin of dying, of getting caught
in the great mess we swim in. How many vodkas
shared with Andrzej, how many times out on the beach,
afterwards, gazing at the calmness of the ships
heading with their bleak cargo into port
will it take us to be glad we are alive,
to distrust the rainbow? Not so much
to question it, but to question us.
The awful fact the rainbow
will be, but we won't.
33
IOWA COW
Watch Out, Iowa Cow, your tongue in the Ukraine
would not last two families, the flow of sheet metal
not cool till it ate you, the roosters not crow
till you denied three of your hooves, the satellites
not fail to inspect your every pie.
The trade unions demand to buy you in chunks,
and the clerks put your tongue in the window, but we
who eat cucumbers still need a bit of cream. We
are glued to the news of your black and white spots —




The women were darkened
and like a tongue in hot wine
somewhere an axe was chopping wood
it wasn't enough to search towards dawn
for a cock
for all the cats too
had gone that night to the graveyard
And the women drank
as if in the wine there slept
long-haired boys
long-haired boys who only come alive
in the mouth
Really said one
it's like it was during the war
no men
And they looked round
and laughed out loud
Yes it's war without doubt they cried
it must be war
otherwise they'd have come
otherwise they'd come
35
THE MERRIEST COUNTRY ON EARTH
He sat down and said:
Play me the trumpet, but like
it was the flute,
play me the double-bass,
but make it be a harp.




and play a song of love.
They broke the strings




It was the best orchestra in the world.




the first of its riders.
And he burned before their very eyes the violas,
the violins, the skin of the drum,
he melted down the trumpets and cymbals.
That was the second, he said.
And do you know
what is the third?
To play at gunpoint
their anthem.
36
And the fourth is




and thinking that this way
something is saved.
It was the dress rehearsal
in case of occupation.
When they occupied them
they summoned the best orchestra in the world
and said:
Play waltzes, polkas, quicksteps,
quicksteps, polkas, waltzes.
For a long time now it's been
the merriest country on earth.
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AND TODAY IN THAT WINE BAR ON THE CORNER
To find
something positive here,
so positive that the madonnas with their damp smiles
go away by themselves
far into the grasslands
to build crosses for their sons. Something positive,
love, a cradle for two grown-up
rabbits, a mug from another's childhood. For some
it's easy,
in that balmy breaking of the steppes
from side to side,
like a divorced husband in your lap. Only
lethargy, become so utterly
lethargic with life
I have no tomorrow, you have no tomorrow. And today,
in that wine bar on the corner
we shall gaze
at our shadow pictures and tell ourselves
how beautiful we are,
supremely beautiful.





from a family album)
Ten thin men with caps,
twenty attentive eyes,
share location, something
in common, all looking
out. It has made them similar,
like cans of beans,
like nursery rhymes.
The chance photographer,
the tailor of their striped shirts,
do they all have family?
It's in the way their hands hold on
to kneecaps, to bent elbows,
skinny arms and fists,
limbs posed to contain
the migrant in them
for this moment,
eyes vigilant for the new life
of a photograph




As the bourbon's level
descended in the bottle
his voice would grow
lower and more
indistinct, like a candle flame
under a glass
Sunlight in the basement room
So he reads to me
disappearing
When he is gone
I go over
and secretly taste his drink
Mushroom cloud of sunset
40
ELEGY: BREECE D'J PANCAKE
We can always be found
seated at a bar
the glass before us
empty, with our halos
of drunk flies —
or standing
in the dark across the street
from the Sacramento
Coroner's. (And my friend
we're all in there
floating along
the ceiling, tethered




in her mortician's make-up
strolling York Avenue at 3 a.m.,
the fellow in Atlantic City




cheap eeriness of windchimes —
summer thunder
from a cloudless sky. . .
The abandoned abandon.
There are no adults.
You're dead,




I know a little
about it: I know
if you contemplate suicide
long enough, it
begins to contemplate you —
oh, it has plans for you.
It calls to your attention
the windows of certain tall
buildings, wooded snow fields
in your memory where you might cunningly vanish
to remotely, undiscoverably
sleep. Remember your mother
hanging the cat
in front of you when you were four?
Why not that? That
should fix her. Or deep drugs
glibly prescribed by psychiatrists weary
as you of your failure to change
into someone else —
you'll show them
change.
These thoughts, occurring once too often,
are no longer your own. No,
they think you.
The thing is not to entertain them
in the first place, dear
life, friend.




As if a child dialed 411,
asked What is the tallest building
in the world? and a voice replied.
We have no listing.
Blanket statement, he heard
once, and wrapped himself
in the words, as in a canvas
that could wrap itself, edge
painted to edge, body as tube.
— I'm not a real one, I
just play one on TV, which means
I got no parents, education, stuff
like that, not even real trees
(green) or sky (blue) behind me.
Still, we agree: the document says
what it says. And that
was a neat idea, buying guns
with the enemy's money.
Paint the flag on the flag
on the flag, and what do you get,
you get paint. Listen, I'm talking
paint, as in the painter
spent the summer painting
the house, as in 337 Beechwood Lane,
or house, as in white with shutters
and red door. There's a blue sky
in the picture, too, it's a blue
43
world all over, they say
— but I got a neat idea
that day, 1 decided to paint a war.
44
IN BLACK AND WHITE
— Words, he said, black
stars in a white sky.
— No, she said, white
words, milk, you can't see.
— Hiding again, in that thick snow
Or is that a shirt, notes
on its cuff, cheating
heart on its sleeve?
— Off my back, Hon, I'm
your text, you wrote
me down, garden sweet
as a summer dress, ribbon
run through eyelets, little eyes
that can't see.
— White nubs under
a blind man's hand, raised
to the mind's dark page,
he said . . . Well they lost
the shirt, and also
the dress (a black
moon shone, white stars
through clouds) but their eyes
moved into their skin,
they saw entirely.
SLEEP, BABY, SLEEP!
Gotcha! she cried and grabbed a wolf
at the foot of the bed, but it turned
to silk in her hands. Or maybe it wasn't
a wolf: she thought of a woman,
gray, or almost gray, while Mother
was shaking the dreamland tree
and Father was tending sheep,
but have you ever seen a ram,
and did you see the cartoon wolf
in the sheepskin coat in the clothing store?
Lambie Pie, her lover would say, and hum
her to sleep, hum hum, she almost forgot
herself, her loss her gain, an I
for a you, but where was her ewe, could he
be she? It rained a lot, the hills
were green, there was plenty to eat,
they were sheep among sheep, but the howls
in the backyard forest, what about them?
The better to love, said the voice
in the clouds, or was it the pillow?
Eat me, the way it says in the book,
the girl in the joke replied.
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Then everyone laughed, as everyone will,
those sheep she'd counted falling asleep,
bless Mother and Father, the lambs,




itself, scenting the air,
a car stops, swallows
its lights, stars blink, open
2
the door of an oriental blue
room, garnet and gold, a room
from the movies, lacking
a wall, or having too much
3
window, flight, a third wing,
below the dark water curves,
an inverse sky, an island
glistens, a constellation
4
of sound, bullets strike
the metal roofs that shine
through banana leaves, the sun
is burning, shrieking
5
children fill the room,
mouths and legs, sexes




baskets to fill with the fruits
of unloved labor, mangoes




in the casual blue
Pacific night, arms find
arms in the blank bed.
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Linda Bierds
AND THE SHIP SAILS ON
(Federico Fellini, Cinecitta
)
One pull on the plastic sea
and it's 1914. A man stands, draped
in a drop-cloth of ripples. On his forehead,
fan wind. On his scalp, the glow of a latex moon.
Again, he thinks, and again the tug
and sea shudder, the camera's gill-flap snout
slipping out past his shoulder.
It is a filming of artifice and, hence, an elegy,
each prop in memoriam to its lost
correspondent, each scene indoors —
So that nothing is captured hut its monument.
Foam clouds. In memoriam. Grease paint
and frippery. The ship itself
strung out like vertebrae over nine sound stages.
With the flick of his wrists the decades drop,
the 1914 churned Atlantic
returns in a plastic shimmer, frail
and arid, its centuries of plankton and blind fish
reduced to a glisten at the fingertips.
Then he straightens, waits, and here
is the lunch cart's thick perfume,
someone's arm at his elbow.
So it continues. Waiting. A little action,
silence. Years pass and their flip-frame echoes
—
in memoriam — and now he will read
that a thought has been pictured.
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Mid-morning, dappled sun on the pages,
and there, in fuchsia and blue,
a thought's first picture: two loops
at the ends of a needle.
A primate, he reads, wrapped in a halo of wires.
To its left, a handle. In its buff, flesh-petal ear.
Again. And just before pulling,
through the milliseconds of cell snap and fire,
through the wires and inky dot-strewn pictures,
the thought of pulling: loop, and then loop.
And looking remarkably, he thinks,
like a child's thumb-sized ship,
walnut-half for a hull, needle mast,
an ash leaf perhaps, twice-pierced
to a constant billow: flying jib, spinnaker,
topgallant, main skysail, or the dark
frigate's fluttering royals, urged on by the wind
or the wind's correspondent.
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THE WIND TUNNEL
( Wilbur Wright, 1887-1912 )
The oysters, perhaps. Or the simple milk.
Then rod-shaped bacillus speckling the stomach,
the slow typhoid blooming in rose spots.
They wither to the circles coins
might offer. On the chest, the eyelids.
There will be no recovery. Each clear day
bends to delirium. By evening,
the amber pitcher at rest on the bedstead
is a face from the first triumph: sand pocked,
exuberant, here and there, a smatter of beads
with the glisten of fan oil.
Has the wind begun? In the chimney
and sycamores, in the flat belly of the kettle?
We fashioned a tunnel in the shape
of Orion, wide at the shoulders
and tapering. Six feet of pine and a little window
where the miniature wings were watched. A fan
pushed the breeze through a honeycomb grid
and the wings, with their muslin and silk,
spruce spars and wire, their camber, warp, drift, drag,
rustled. A man could ride there, were the scene
enlarged. Head first in the grace
of a shallow dive, strapped to the wing spine.
All speed a sound, then, all distance a pressure
on the lips, eyelids — the lurch and shudder of climbing,
soaring, yet the same flat patch of Ohio soil
locked underneath. Humus and grain dust.
And the evening, has it begun yet? Pale wine,
a dozen oysters, each fat in its dollop
of milky sea? The sound the planes made.
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dropping in from the sea at Kitty Hawk,
dropping into the pumice troughs
of sand dunes, was the sound of tape
peeled back from a canker, or
the rasp-strokes of air
through the honeycomb grid of a tunnel.
He could ride there. The great wind —
like the wind of flying — erasing
his cough, his swallow, erasing
at last the senses themselves.
Smoke. The deep kite tails of color. Ice. Silk.
The little song at the brain stem, the little word
and yet nothing — nothing — no travel at all:
flat Ohio, the rocker and amber pitcher
fixed at his side.
Carol Potter
THE MAN AT THE POMPIDOU
Sunning myself naked above the tips of two nails
which I did not notice
until I lifted my head
afraid I had heard some boat load of
people rowing into the cove, I sat up impressed
thinking I had achieved a state of grace,
become buoyant like the man I saw lie down
bare-bellied on a bed of crushed glass
outside the Pompidou Center.
Three men stood on his back
but he came up unscathed, just one small
scratch above the navel.
Inside the Pompidou a nude was descending
a staircase, there was a piano score
with ants crawling out of it.
A blue cow was floating over Russia.
I was thinking the man's limbs must be hollow,
his whole body filled up with air.
I was thinking if I were to hold him up to my ear
I would hear nothing,
no chair scraping back from the table,
no child at the piano practicing
his scales —
I hadn't noticed the nails, the tips
pressed close to my breasts
which made me think I had perhaps
learned the trick:
to be without weight. You forgive, you
forget as if you could
put your head leeway into the sky,
let the wind blow through,
clean out the house.




There were no human voices, no big boats
rowing into the cove.
My sister was on her way east
and I hadn't seen her since
last summer's argument.
What would I say to her?
She had told me to be quiet, the men
are talking, wait your turn.
I got up from the table
and she followed me out into the dark.
I keep telling myself to get through the meal
you have to let things
slide off your back.
I was lying on the dock
looking at the smooth gloss of water
spread across the cove like glass
remembering how I tried to walk
on the storm glass windows
covering the family's cold-frame.
I was five years old,
certain the glass would hold me,
certain I was light enough
to walk on nothing but I fell through
the window. Screaming, I rose out of that hole
in the ground, shards of glass
stuck in my skin.
The man at the Pompidou laughed,
he was working the crowd in French,
and I stared back wishing I had not wanted
to see blood.




THEY WANT ICE CREAM THE COLOR OF
HONEYDEW MELON
The sun this month has pulled itself close to us or have we
gone out to meet it, changed
trajectory, gone out to greet it, pulling the blankets
back from our bodies? Tonight, in the park, 96 degrees
at 9 p.m., the people somnolent, dazed, there is a man
with a sick child held to his chest. The boy is crying.
He shakes his head, puts it down on the man's bare shoulder.
The man is walking the child back and around and forth not
knowing what to do, how to get him to stop crying. The child
sticks to the man's wet skin.
There is a woman with a six-inch
studded belt cinched around her waist, bright-blue leather
shoes, a mini-skirt and her face pulled upwards by her hair
tethered at the top by a top-knot.
A man with no shirt bends to her; he sits beneath her on the
steps. He wants something from her.
She is smiling as if she has forgotten
what she needs to forget.
She seems to be liking the weather.
She looks comfortable.
I think of the dream I had, holding a syringe of heroin
above my mouth, then drinking it, leaking the liquid
out of the needle and down my throat.
The heroin was the same color as the air tonight
feeding itself down our throats.
It is thick like milk but smelling of roses.
It would tamp the lungs shut.
It is some other kind of element, too sweet to eat.
It is a giant white poppy, a blanket
at our faces.
We would lie down in the park.
We would be nodding, our arms loose at oui sides.
We would smile.
The man with no shirt is too fat, his flesh is wet.
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He wants something from the woman, his belly
softening over his belt, jeans hanging low
from his hips.
I think he wants to climb into her.
I think he wants to slide
down her throat,
to lie inside darkness.
To the left, three children
climbing on each other
clamor they want ice cream,
they want the melon-colored ice cream.
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Sandra McPherson
ONE WAY SHE SPOKE TO ME
I would say, “Whisper/ 7 And she could
never figure how to do it. I would say,
“Speak louder/
7
into the phone, nor
could she raise her voice.
But then I found such a whisper, the trail
as she began to write to me in snails,
in silver memos on the front door,
in witnesses to her sense of touch.
Home late, I found them slurred
and searching, erasing the welcome
she
7
d arranged them in:
H — twelve snails. I — seven or six.
They were misspelling it,
digressing in wayward caravans and pile-ups,
mobile and rolling but with little perspective,
their eyestalks smooth as nylons on tiny legs.
I raised her in isolation. But it is these snails
who keep climbing the walls. For them, maybe
every vertical makes an unending tree —
and every ascension's lovely.
Why else don't they wend homeward to ground?
But what do we do? We are only a part
of a letter in a word. And we are on our
bellies with speech, wondering, wondering slowly,
how to move toward one another.
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REDHEART, GREENBARK, BLUEBLOSSOM
Redheart, greenbark, blueblossom —
they are —
it is — the same
being
deep in the word
that isn't solitary yet.
Deep in the wood





it still protects the privacy of other terms / greenbark
guards dark scarlet fuel-wood; redheart scapegoats
for lilac flower and bright green twig.
I regard three epithets
as the two, the oneness,
of us, of others.
Sometimes I take the path to this native
to reach the hour
of the dawn of names.
I wait by its grooved old graybrown trunk,
limbs soiled chartreuse with stretch marks,
an undergreen like smoldering pond-water,
wait by small leaves not distinguishing their
spark by name.
Beloved Other,
and know that somewhere along translation
the bright-centered has to be seen
as blue.
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I stand by it covet all other designations




I hold the growing definition
near a bed in earth —
clearly, it is not one thing, its manyness
looks at all the glossaries
yet to be made
of artichoke and rose










Why is this morning like a night?
Then I hear it.
The tentative footsteps in the garden leaves
of were-rats that cut tarragon by dark,
the arithmetic figuring on the shingles,
the abandoned gargling at the eaves.
But school is school.
I raise the shade.
Stay there.
Don't meddle in this broken glass astrology of water.
The cat's crouched in a hem of hedge.
The hollyhock that interfered's bent flat, half
morgue-laid-out.
The bucket that got in the way's bursting with
weeping overedge.
The yard's wide yardage pulses up to some clouded
stair.
My day , the occulted world cries out. Stay there.
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Thylins Moss
POEM FOR MY MOTHERS AND OTHER MAKERS
OF ASAFETIDA
Brown in the bottle, my
honeyed memory of my grandmother in
which I drench myself, pour over myself
one of her tight hugs, homemade gravy on
lips and ribs, eventually hips, taste her, taste her
and feast on my church in a bottle, the
gospel like Sis. Posey sings it, oh when, when will
I get home? Looking over Dixie, over
Jordan, river of life, needing to cross (already got
a cross), needing to swim to Jordan's stormy
other shore, listen: the brown choir's brown liquid voice,
my arms moving me through it, swimming is just directing
the choir, giving instructions, Mama always told me to he still
sometimes and feel the power, wait while the river moves down my
throat, urine the rest of the miracle that makes of me
a fountain; nasty asafetida, tastes like the bootleg, jackleg
medicine it is
curing me as only generations can, asafetida is a quilt
for my innards, she said, up to her neck in gizzards, hocks,
pickled
pig's feet, her hands good as dull knives that can't
have accidents.
And everywhere, everywhere eggs like teeth big as
what memory does to Grandma. Even the heart of gold.
Finally
the asafetida toast just after gunfire, the new year
shot for coming uninvited, ahead of schedule, years
coming and going, out of control, Trojan years bringing
lots of what we don't want set loose in foreclosed fields
of stone potatoes so hardhearted, hardheaded there are
no eyes except the ones I look into and fall in love, right
into Mama's pupils, the past dark with dense ancestry, all
who came before having to fit into the available space of
history which is existence's memory and year after yeai
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the overcrowding worsens, remember, remember: darkest before
the day every dog will have, we are dogs sometimes, vestiges
of our evolution giving us dreams, instints, secrets for dark
recall; nothing really goes away
especially not that sickening paradox, falling to reach
the sublime emotion; want to rise in love, want a boost,
elevator ride to the penthouse, silk jacket smoking
with lust, man making it with an asafetida bottle, a glass
mama with an excuse for breaking; whatever sustains you is
your
mama, that wall holding back wind, jazz on the airwaves and in
the Thunderbird, the Boone's Farm; the oar smacking
discipline
into fish while ferrying you across the water
that takes you back to old Virginny, every visit is return
to the scene of crimes, so much happened there, so much
history
there; rivers are sad affairs flowing between past and future
like pompous blue (if sunny) ribbons that must deepen, widen
or spill to really go anywhere and still there are limits,
disillusionment to cap any growth, live to the fullest and just
have more to lose to death but Grandma said. Mama says, now
I say: maybe possible to have so much
death can't take it all; asafetida still on the shelf, oil in the puddle
still ghetto stained glass, still rainbow remnants in rock
bottom ghetto sky like a promise of no more tears, asafetida
bottle floating there, some kind of Moses, some kind of
deliverer,
there's always a way. Away means not here. Place where bag-
pipes echo
with sound of a stuck doll calling Mama, Mama, nothing but
inspiration
in the air, and the prophet Jolson proclaiming Mammy, asking
for




At least he's off the ground
although his name's the same: Sleepy,
Dopey, the five other aliases. I'm
not impressed by how many lift him, he's
lighter than air anyway, unfindable
till he puts on cologne.
In love with him now, tough guys do
the tough guy dance of assault
and battery. It begins like tango.
I'm small too, still fit in the palm
of a hand but only
God's. I've seen this before, war
movies, a grenade tossed at women's
known ineptness, a legal pass yet they
don't catch then make the touchdown, don't
want the hot potato, a black GI's
Saigon baby, it and guilt and whatever
else there is explode in their faces, an
extra point too many, the camel's, the dwarf'
broken back. I'd be a tall dwarf. I'd tower.
He doesn't, even when he's up there,
launched. He sees
the foam of his tosser's beer, thinks
ascencion dwarfed the ocean; he must
become smaller than he ever was
to fit into the glass for splashdown, hero
home from aborted mission, moon
entirely missed, the flag still in his hand




three times too small for a finger,
even a piece of string could not go through it!
so I asked her.
Woman, why have you sold or given me this ring?
Nunlike she bobbed her white head-scarf chastisingly,
black eyes, black under her eyes, she said.
Something is being taken away.
You must keep seeing: everything
must be turned to love that is not love.
Mother,
going in to death,
can you do it: love
something that was there that is being taken away.
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PAYING ATTENTION
Lee Upton, No Mercy (Atlantic Monthly Press, 1989)
In 1985 I helped judge a first-book competition in which Lee
Upton's The Invention of Kindness (Alabama, 1984) seemed to me the
hands-down winner. The other judges must not have agreed;
they gave the prize to someone else, and Upton had to settle for
honorable mention. In retrospect I'm not surprised: the book was
highly eccentric, full of a live-wire metaphysics — part Marx
Brothers, part Kierkegaard — that some readers must not have
known what to do with. It left me dazzled and eager for more.
Now Upton is back with No Mercy, selected by James Tate for the
National Poetry Series, and wider distribution should help bring
her the attention she deserves.
No Mercy is in fact a significantly different book. Its voice is
less wise-ass, less giddy, its range extended and deepened, and
what it may have lost in archness has been more than compen-
sated for by a new poignancy and reflectiveness. If that sounds as
though she's become more conventional, think again: this book is
full of surprises. Upton is a challenging poet, hard to describe and
harder still to classify, though her work is richly worth the effort
it requires. The poems are supremely playful, investing the fur-
niture of the everyday with such peculiarly intimate insight that
even her riskiest leaps of faith feel persuasive. She discovers mo-
tive and meaning in the most unlikely places: catching a cold in
the tropics, sorting through a bowl of shells, deciphering the lan-
guage of flowers:
They are doing what
their kind do: crying.
Enter me I don't care.
As if the world turns
its lips around them
just as some of us will do
for some others.
("The Imagination of Flowers")
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As that quotation suggests, the poems are highly associative,
proceeding through intuitive logic, yet they are held together
with such wry assurance that they maintain their balance. In
their insoucience they're sometimes reminiscent of Ashbery, but
less self-conscious, less teasing: the language seems an exact re-
flection of Upton's startling, invigorating vision.
A good example of her extraordinary unpredictability is the
following poem; given the title, who could forecast where it takes
us?
BEDTIME STORY
You will stop suffering now and you will sleep,
and the iodine will stop running through your arms and
chest,
and your head will rest in the bedtime story of your
love,
the little blondes on the dance floor no longer twisting
their
backs against your back.
For now drink your very golden beer of sleep,
one bubble rising like the fleck of a musical note
at the corner of your eye.
Remember, if you can, the lovely calamari,
and butter — so much butter,
and the funnily tinny Puccini.
We stared into the street for a while until
it seemed to call to us.
At each moment our risk is our cure.
Stop suffering now and sleep.
This is structured as a series of surprises, each line turning the
corner into a slightly different universe, a child's world becoming
a hauntingly adult one where people eat buttery calamari and
stare into the street. Our sense of who's speaking and who's be-
ing spoken to and why is continually disrupted; Upton's is an art
of the apparent non sequitur, and reading her is a constant pro-
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cess of self-revision. What holds it all together? Well, tone
mostly, the authority of shared intimacy, and the sense of an
intensely personal history — however encoded — at its center.
Over and over we are forced to recognize "how words may come
apart in their strangeness / but fall into shapes we recognize"
(from "Miniatures").
Upton's remarkable poise allows her to treat potentially
melodramatic subjects — love, loss, mortality, loneliness — with
freshness and immediacy. She plays the private life off against a
universalized diction and a range of cultural reference that pre-
vents any of the poems from feeling confessional. It took me a
couple of readings, for instance, to locate myself in the following
poem, fully to realize that it's about adultery, and that slight hesi-
tation allowed me to experience the husband's perspective in a
deeper, less predictable way.
THE QUALITY OF MERCY
It is raining — a rain
with a little snow in it.
A woman who begins
by touching a man who is her friend,
those first touches progressing
to the inside of his wrist,
may change her mind
about him in time. Time, too, is your friend —
although for now she has left you.
You lying with her on the bed
in country after country —
that's what you liked best about travel,
talking quietly in a room
after you felt your soul had bled
all day among crowds.
And then wine at an outdoor table, sunlight
on the glass, the world slowing
into a blur of colors, one band of reds.
After the full dream of directions,
the body manipulated into various positions
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by the beauty of the world.
To be with her, simply talking,
safe in a room. You remember this
best of your travels and the wife
you begin to forgive. It is
spring and the birds come back
in their gorgeous masks.
The branches on your property are somewhat
red, somewhat pink, in their form
of happy indecency. Mercy
is more constant than your wife is.
You never want to see her again
but wonder, wonder how she is.
Fine. She is fine.
This is much more continuous in its stream of thought than
many of the other poems; what's remarkable about it is the sub-
tle, and utterly persuasive, shifts in its tone. Despite its second-
person construction, it's clearly located in the husband's con-
sciousness, tracing precisely his attempt to accommodate himself
to his wife's infidelity. The chilly beginning, in which he imagines
the stages through which his wife's friendship became erotic,
strains to find comfort in the very fact of change. Then his mem-
ories of travel gradually allow sunniness and safety into the
poem: the images of conversation, wine, sunlight all build toward
a sense of forgiveness, which is underscored by the present-
tense arrival of spring's gorgeous, "happy indecency." And then a
chastened, weary realism re-enters the poem: "Mercy [here's
another of Upton's pungent line breaks] / is more constant than
your wife. / You never want to see her again / but wonder,
wonder how she is." The language here could hardly be simpler,
but the attitude, the necessary ambivalence, is so convincingly
adult as to sustain our attention. And the last line — "Fine. She is
fine."— pushes the irony even farther: the terseness and opacity
are notable for what they don't reveal, all the uncertainty of false
cheer, and the risk of closing the poem so flatly bears its melan-
choly fruit.
Many of the poems in this volume are stylistically more ex-
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troverted. There's the dazzling fantasia on Huckleberry Finn called
"Jim's Hairball," and the sweet-and-sour variation on the Prodi-
gal Son, "Hog Roast" (with its exultant refrain "He's pork now").
Readers of FIELD may remember the delicate erotics of "Invita-
tion to Health," the tough talk of "Solicitation," the considerable
delights of "Hotel Life" and "New Year's Eve on a Train." But I'd
like to quote one more longer poem in Upton's plainer style, to
represent the emotional reach that is finally what I admire most
in her work. It's called "Happiness," and though we might expect
any postmodernist as hip as Upton is to use that title only with
the gloves of irony on, she's adventurous enough to do some-
thing entirely different with it. It begins, as many of the poems
do, as a little domestic vignette:
In the hot white dome of air
here where the cicadas scream,
simmer and scream,
as if someone has just put them on to boil,
we take our time with the salesgirl
who has come to our door
with the pictures her brother paints.
A village in clouds,
three people looking at a peach
in a white sky,
a tiny bridge and tinier men.
The title is Happiness she tells us.
She is shy and doesn't expect
anyone to buy anything from her.
In this one
darkness wants to overcome
the awkward shapes on a road,
smudged as if their bodies could
ascend through the firs.
We sink back into the heat,
entering our formless world again.
Apart from the simile of the boiling cicadas, this
seems deliber-
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ately prosaic and matter-of-fact: even the pathos of the girl's
situation is reported undramatically. And yet something a little
eerie plays around the description of that last painting, the inept-
ness of the brother's art itself acquiring a suggestive significance,
the smudged shapes mirroring the speaker's "formless world."
That correspondence is probed farther:
Her brother paints
all about escape
as if he feels the world
around him too much, more than
the heat on the fourth floor
that presses on us today
but doesn't leave him.
The boy is just learning to paint.
And the salesgirl
in pink tennis shoes,
her head bowed,
wants a glass of water only.
He is sick, her brother, she says.
He spends all day making these.
There's something wrong with him, but
she's not supposed to tell us what.
Upton is typically patient in the care with which, line by line, she
has opened a crack to reveal another world in all its sad mystery.
But the poem unexpectedly takes wing at this point; if the tiny
narrative is like one of those miniature snowstorm tableaux in a
dome, it's here that she picks it up and shakes it:
I take the last scene she shows,
a lion or a yellow bear in snow
and angry at a red bird
above him. If he caught her
he wouldn't let her go.
This animal wants to take
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the world in his mouth
and eat it slowly. If he caught her
he would still be angry.
The title of this painting appears,
the painter's sister lets us know,
on the back. It is called Happiness.
She is sorry, she says.
They are all called Happiness.
Commentary seems largely superfluous here: the tenderly ca-
sual has become something truly transcendent. The primitive,
ambiguous, primary-colored scene comes to represent the boy's
anger as it is imagined by the speaker, and ultimately the deeper
spaces of her own consciousness. And yet there is the transfigur-
ing irony, the mystery of happiness, that gives the painting — all
the paintings — their title. The simplicity of that claim, and its
attendant depth, mark the compelling territory that is very much





Adrienne Rich, Time's Power: Poems 1985-1988 (W.W. Norton,
1989)
Charles Simic, The World Doesn't End (Harcourt Brace Jovano-
vich, 1989)
At first glance Adrienne Rich and Charles Simic seem to be
opposites: in types of mind, intensities of feeling, ways of inviting
and perceiving truths and ways of talking about them. But the
more obvious differences are deceptive. Both poets are con-
cerned with the twentieth century's distrust of self and with the
need to determine its powers, freedoms, and worth. Neither has
completed the task and neither is burned out.
Adrienne Rich long ago declared her self's independence.
She saw herself as limited and warped by the historical domina-
tion of men to the extent that she was incapable of full and whole
human relationships. She felt degraded and angry. Her response
was to resolve that she and all women must work together to
gain self-respect and human wholeness. Speaking directly to her
readers, her poems detailed every step of her revolt, from angry
daughter and bitter daughter-in-law, to champion of all op-
pressed women in history and in the contemporary world. With
actions to match her words, she wrote a feminist history, edited a
feminist magazine, and discouraged male students from attend-
ing her readings. As her rage worked itself out, wholeness grew:
her poems began to record understanding and affection for her
mother and sister and other individuals whom she had once
lumped together as passive and unaware. She fell in love and
went to live with a lesbian friend.
Though several poems in Time’s Power still deal with male op-
pression of women ("Harper's Ferry," "Letters in the Family"),
other poems accept and respect men:
I knew a woman who walked
straight across cut stubble in her bare feet away,
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women who said, He's a good man, never
laid a hand to me as living proof.
A man they said fought death
to keep fire for his wife for one more winter, leave
a woodpile to outlast him.
I was left the legacy of three sons
— as if in an old legend of three brothers
where one changes into a rufous hawk
one into a snowy owl
one into a whistling swan
and each flies to the mother's side
as she travels, bringing something she has lost,
and she sees their eyes are the eyes of her children
and speaks their names and they become her sons.
But there is no one legend and one legend only.
("Living Memory")
For Rich, Time's power is "the only just power" because it puts
other absolutes in proportion. Anger is an indulgence if you con-
sider Time's rule of incompleteness. Time allows only memory
and the present love between individuals.
The key poem in Time's Power is, for me, "Sleepwalking Next
to Death." The book is dedicated to Michelle Cliff, the friend with
whom Rich has lived for many years, and though the poems in
the book do not use her name, "Love Poem" is clearly to her, as
are "Negotiations" and certainly "Sleepwalking Next to Death."
In this poem companionship has taken the place of the sexual
ecstasy of Twenty-one Love Poems. The two friends tease each other,
scold, refuse; and Rich insists that they must go together
through death on a Greyhound bus, sharing the new awareness
"like two snails/our four horns erect."
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SLEEPWALKING NEXT TO DEATH
Sleep horns of a snail
protruding, retracting






This snail could have been eaten
This snail could have been crushed
This snail could have dreamed it was a painter or a poet
This snail could have driven fast at night
putting up graffiti with a spray-gun:
This snail could have ridden
in the back of the pick-up, handing guns
II
Knows, chooses not to know
It has always
been about death and chances
The Dutch artist wrote and painted
one or more strange and usable things
For I mean to meet you
in any land in any language
Th is is my promise:
I will be there
if you are there
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Ill
In between this and that there are different places
of waiting, airports mostly where the air
is hungover, visibility low boarding passes not guaranteed
If you wrote me, I sat next to Naomi
I would read that, someone who felt like Ruth
I would begin reading you like a dream
That's how extreme it feels
that's what I have to do
IV
Every stone around your neck you know the reason for
at this time in your life Relentlessly
you tell me their names and furiously I
forget their names Forgetting the names of the stones
you love, you lover of stones
what is it I do?
V
What is it I do? I refuse to take your place
in the world I refuse to make myself
your courier I refuse so much
I might ask, what is it I do?
I will not be the dreamer for whom
you are the only dream
I will not be your channel
I will wrestle you to the end
for our difference (as you have wrestled me)




I am stupid with you and practical with you
I remind you to take a poultice forget a quarrel
I am a snail in the back of the pick-up handing you
vitamins you hate to take
VII
Calmly you look over my shoulder at this page and say
It's all about you None of this
tells my story
VIII
Yesterday noon I stood by a river
and many waited to cross over
from the Juarez barrio
to El Paso del Norte
First day of spring a stand of trees
in Mexico were in palegreen leaf
a man casting a net
into the Rio Grande
and women, in pairs, strolling
across the border
as if taking a simple walk
Many thousands go
I stood by the river and thought of you
young in Mexico in a time of hope
IX
The practical nurse is the only nurse
with her plastic valise of poultices and salves
her hands of glove leather and ebony
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her ledgers of pain
The practical nurse goes down to the river
in her runover shoes and her dollar necklace
eating a burrito in hand
a long labor
it will be a long day
the midwife will be glad to see her
it will be a long night someone bleeding
from a botched abortion a beating Will you let her touch
you now?
Will you tell her you're fine?
X
I'm afraid of the border patrol
Not those men
of La Migra who could have run us
into the irrigation canal with their van
I'm afraid
of the patrollers
the sleepwalker in me
the loner in you
XI
I want five hours with you
in a train running south
maybe ten hours
in a Greyhound bound for the border
the two seats side-by-side that become a home
an island of light in the continental dark
the time that takes the place of a lifetime
I promise I won't fall asleep when the lights go down
I will not be lulled
Promise you won't jump the train
vanish into the bus depot at three a.m.
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that you won't defect
that well travel
like two snails
our four horns erect
1987
Charles Simic's self does not speak directly to his reader.
Whether as the result of artistic stance or subconscious aversion
to his own self, he disguises personal relationships with so much
surrealism that readers could wonder whether the I in his poems
has any close relationships at all: "My mother was a braid of black
smoke," "I was stolen by the gypsies," "she's pressing me gently
with a hot iron,""My wife is a wild fern with voluptuously trem-
bling leaves." In fact, so insistent is Simic that he is not thinking
of himself that several times in The World Doesn't End he denies
that he understands his self, or even that he has one:
I was already dozing off in the shade, dreaming that
the rustling trees were my many selves explaining them-
selves all at the same time so that I could not make out a
single word. My life was a beautiful mystery on the verge
of understanding, always on the verge! Think of it!
("Once I knew . . .")
And here is the last poem in the book:
MY SECRET IDENTITY IS
The room is empty,
and the window is open
Of course these are playful evasions: Simic has no intention of
defining his self so early. It is still discovering itself; he wants to
let it work by whim and so surprise him by seeing the world var-
iously as sardonic ("Everything's foreseeable . . ."), sentimental
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("My father loved the strange books . . impudent ("O the
great God of Theory . . ."), or simply as inane (as when teasing
Kenneth Koch for teasing W. C. Williams for yielding to the
temptation of eating his host's cold plums ("I knew a night
owl . . But then, just as a reader is tempted to think that
perhaps Simic is a self-indulgent joker, we read:
Thousands of old men with pants lowered sleeping in
public rest rooms. You're exaggerating! You're raving!
Thousands of Marias, of Magdelenas at their feet weeping.
and realize that Simic has just pointed to the terrible desolation
of the human self's need to need and be needed and that his own
self is weeping for us.
The difference between Rich's and Simic's manner of speak-
ing about self is not surprising when we consider that Rich's po-
etry has always been rational and analytical and Simic's has al-
ways been intuitive. Reasoned analysis is the beginning of action;
intuition, the beginning of wonder. It is no surprise, then, that
her poems are incentives for self and his are more often scars.
Compare, for example. Rich's section 8 from "The Desert as
Garden of Paradise" and Simic's "The hundred-year-old china
doll's head . . . Rich all resolution, Simic all tender regret.
8 .
What would it mean to think
you are part of a generation
that simply must pass on?
What would it mean to live
in the desert, try to live
a human life, something
to hand on to the children
to take up to the Land?
What would it mean to think
you were born in chains and only time,
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nothing you can do
could redeem the slavery
you were born into?
(Rich)
The hundred-year-old china doll's head the sea washes
up on its gray beach. One would like to know the story.
One would like to make it up, make up many stories. It's
been so long in the sea, the eyes and nose have been
erased, its faint smile is even fainter. With the night com-
ing, one would like to see oneself walking the empty beach
and bending down to it.
(Simic)
Rich fights time's power; Simic is as appalled by it as she is, but in
the end more realistic, sardonic, ultimately, I feel, more despair-
ing. She fights; he points, shudders, and sometimes whistles.
These two books should be read together, alternating poems, if




THE CRYSTAL AND THE FLAME
Italo Calvino, Six Memos for the Next Millenium (Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1988)
Nancy Willard, Water Walker (Knopf, 1989)
Dennis Schmitz, Eden (University of Illinois Press, 1989)
Stanley Plumly, Boy on the Step (Ecco, 1989)
One of my favorite books of the past few years is the series
of lectures Italo Calvino was working on when he died suddenly
in 1985. They were to be the Norton Lectures at Harvard and
they were published in 1988 under the title Six Memos for the Next
Millenium, even though there are in fact only five. I think Calvino
would have liked the little problem they set a reader: having seen
five instances of the artistic values Calvino would like to pass on
to future generations — Lightness, Quickness, Exactitude, Vis-
ibility and Multiplicity — one is obliged to imagine the sixth one
— Consistency — for oneself. The challenge is appropriate to this
innovative and playful master, who regularly crossed old boun-
daries of genre and convention and seemed to arrive effortlessly
at peaks of insight that puffing theorists still labor toward. He is
somehow consistent even in his absence from the articulation of
consistency, though we could have wished him a longer career
and many more such ventures. His wife tells us that these lec-
tures virtually obsessed him during the last year of his life; he put
into them everything he had learned about why literature mat-
ters and how it performs at its best; no wonder they reward care-
ful and thoughtful study.
By way of introducing readers to this text and by way of
testing its efficacy and exploring its meanings, I am going to align
three of its lectures with three recent books of poetry. I am
cheered by the variety and quality of our current poetry, and I
think Calvino can help me show whatitisthatl findadmirablein
some of my contemporaries. I am of course not trying to pigeon-
hole anybody or suggest that Calvino has left us a complete poet-
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ics; what his lectures show us, I think, is that certain writers and
certain texts are best understood as exemplars of certain shared
values. We've had a millenium, he points out, in which to develop
the modern languages of the West and the literatures that ex-
plore "the expressive, cognitive and imaginative possibilities of
these languages." We should know something by now about
literature's value that our millenium, the millenium of the book,
can pass on to the next one. If that's the case, then my claims
about variety and excellence in our current poets should be sub-
stantiated by holding them up to the mirror of Calvino's playful
musings and notably modest theorizings.
"Lightness" is Calvino's first value, and Nancy Willard, in
her new collection Water Walker, is my choice of a contemporary
poet who exemplifies it. Calvino begins this lecture with a bril-
liant riff on Perseus and the Medusa: in a petrifying world of
inexorably increasing weight, an artist figure uses winged san-
dals and the indirectness of the mirror to defeat the Gorgon and
help engender Pegasus. In this new reading of the myth, light-
ness is a kind of counterpoise, a reaction to excessive seriousness
and self-preoccupation. It's the reaction reflected in our own cur-
rent idiom, "lighten up." I think of Rilke, who wrote in his Sonnets
to Orpheus,
All things want to float. And we go around like burdens,
settling ourselves on everything, ravished by weight.
(II, 14, my translation)
It's a temptation every poet suffers from, and no one knew that
better than Rilke, who had burdened a lot of things with his self-
consciousness before arriving at this late insight. Well, here is
Nancy Willard enjoying a hardware store. Her title, "A Hardware
Store As Proof of the Existence of God," feels a bit too weighty.
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but the poem itself has a delightfully light touch:
I praise the brightness of hammers pointing east
like the steel woodpeckers of the future,
and dozens of hinges opening brass wings,
and six new rakes shyly fanning their toes,
and bins of hooks glittering into bees,
and a rack of wrenches like the long bones of horses,
and mailboxes sowing rows of silver chapels,
and a company of plungers waiting for God
to claim their thin legs in their big shoes
and put them on and walk away laughing.
In a world not perfect but not bad either
let there be glue, glaze, gum and grabs,
caulk also, and hooks, shackles, cables, and slips,
and signs so spare a child may read them,
Men, Women, In, Out, No Parking, Beware the Dog.
In the right hands, they can work wonders.
Having finished the poem, we can now see the title as tongue-in-
cheek. It lightens up too. And I don't know if 1 will be able to go
into a hardware store from now on, and see all those heavy tools
and all that businesslike equipment, without a grin of recognition
at the lightness Willard has invested them with.
One of the secrets of lightness in literature, Calvino tells us,
is a sense of existential parity: everything has the same value, all
orders of being are equally worthy of attention. The writers he
cites — Lucretius, Ovid, Cavalcanti, Dickinson, Cyrano — help
demonstrate this. Willard possesses this sense of existential par-
ity. She can extend it to mailboxes and to animals, to vegetables
and hammers. It gives her her poetic world-view, one in which
things and events that might be oppressive or weighty are in-
vested with a strange legerity:
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GOD ENTERS THE SWEPT FIELD
A field in ruins. Everything's coming due:
a scarf of starlings rinsing itself in the air,
pumpkins like quilted planets closing,
coins tumbling out of the poplars' high rooms,
a party of maples basting an amber beast,
done to a turn on their black boughs. God's brooms
on hills honey-brushed and glowing like new loaves
scour and scrub the weeds, beaten thin and bright.
Let in the light.
We're a fortunate language, surely, in having a single word that
refers both to illumination and to weightlessness. German comes
close, with licht and leicht, but Italian must split off into luce and
leggiero. The two qualities often appear together. Calvino cites
Cavalcanti's line, "e bianca neve scender senza venti" (and white
snow falling without wind), as a little miracle of lightness. The
paradox of falling weightlessness is part of its effect, but so is the
brilliant illumination of the white snow. Willard's celebration of
fall is full of small effects of legerity — the floating scarf of birds,
the quilting of the pumpkin-planets, the coins as leaves, the bast-
ing roast, the newly risen bread, the beaten-out metal of the
weeds, "thin and bright" — so that we have to feel that the light
that is let in at the end of the poem is an answer to weight as well
as to darkness, that chthonic pair, the old drag of gravity and
mortality down into the earth's dark rooms and regions.
Not all of Water Walker seems to me as consistently successful
as the poems I have cited. Willard strains to be inventive at times,
or lets herself be childish and overfanciful. But we need to grant
her her lighter poems, her fun with newspaper headlines —
'Giants Anxious for Skins," "Four Seeds Defeated at Wim-
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bledon" — and her children's songs. They are part of the web of
delight and amusement she builds, spiderlike, to counteract the
stony weight of our ponderous world. And it is from within this
web that she can take some of her most delightful risks. Here is
part of a poem dealing with a man's moment of death:
He stepped outside through the usual door
and saw for the first time his bare maples
scrawling their cold script on the low hills
and the sycamores mottled as old stone
and the willows slurred into gold by the spring light,
and he noticed the boy clearing the dead brush —
old boughs that broke free under the cover of snow,
and he raised his hand, and a door in the air opened,
and what was left of him stumbled and fell
and lay at rest on the earth like a clay lamp
still warm whose flame was not nipped or blown
but lifted out by the one who lit it
and carried alive over the meadow —
that light by which we read, while he was here,
the chapter called joy in the Book of Creation
("Little Elegy with Books and Beasts," II)
At first the world seems heavy and inert in this poem — the cold
script, the stony sycamores, the metallic willows. But the"spring
light" is effecting a magical change. The dead brush is really old
boughs that broke free. The "usual" door turns to the new "door
in the air." And light, illumination, is once again also lightness,
buoyancy. Many poets would be afraid to attempt such lines, lest
they be mocked for such clarity, such celebration, such belief.
And there will always be connoisseurs of the heavy to condes-
cend to writers like Nancy Willard. Never mind them. Let them
sink back where they belong, in the scrapheap from which her
balloon is rising, slowly, majestically. . . .
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Calvino's second lecture is on "Quickness/
7
and I have
chosen Dennis Schmitz's Eden to stand as exemplar of that value.
Quickness, as Calvino characterizes it, is related to economy in
narrative and lucidity in reasoning, but it is also characterized by
rapid association, where it is most apt to be a feature of lyric
poetry. "Agility, mobility and ease
77
are its chief characteristics,
and it is not necessarily averse to lingering or doubling back. The
quickness of Tristram Shandy, that dawdling, delaying anti-novel
which never really gets anywhere, is cited to demonstrate this.
Calvino confesses that the Latin motto, festina lente, hurry slowly,
is one he has always abided by artistically, and he shows us how
much he learned from the rapid economy of the Italian folktales
he collected. Quickness capitalizes on "the motion that arises
naturally from the image ,
77
with results that are "concise, concen-
trated and memorable .
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The trio of nouns — agility, mobility, ease — and the trio of
adjectives — concise, concentrated, memorable — that Calvino
offers as hallmarks of stylistic quickness will do very nicely to
introduce readers to the pleasures awaiting them in Dennis
Schmitz's Eden. Even more to the point, perhaps, is Calvino's idea
that images have their own motion and, in capable hands, give
rise effortlessly to the next image, and so on. Within one struc-
ture — narrative, a set of instructions — Schmitz will find
another, a chain of sensuous and imaginative associations with a
life and movement of its own, one image creating the next. Cal-
vino praises Borges for finding ways to double or multiply events
and meanings in his stories without also creating congestion.
Poems can have similar virtues. Here is one of Schmitz's sets of
instructions:
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FISHING THE EEL
for Ray Carver
December pools, latent, crosshatched
in low wind
& the rest of the stream all exegesis.
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Steelhead will nose
the water-seams around rocks
where you can drop
yarn-flies or a roe-dip compound
that bleeds red taste
around your hook,
the fog head-high & bleeding too
out of nearby firs
hooked down by the same ice
you sometimes pull through your reel
in stiff, small O's that mean
you've lost all weight
at the line's end: your connection,
your tie to the it-world.
Your second lesson: when a fish
twists, leaps through
to our world to throw hook
or die, contention stops —
where the line enters water
is equipoise,
centering: fish & human at last
in balance & glorying,
if either can, in the other.
& last lesson: the steelhead's context
is ocean; the hardest
lesson is to let go
what one can't be, first immersing
the releasing hand,
dirtied by bait
but dry enough paradoxically to slime
off in rainbows
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the fish's protective coat: the hand's
reward is to feel
the no-shape of water, feel human warmth
drain away in the wetting.
The fact that you may have to read this poem two or three times
in order to see all the things it is doing doesn't really diminish the
quickness with which it accomplishes its multiple tasks. Around a
three-part lesson involving how to know you've lost your bait
(where to find steelhead on the Eel is thrown in free as a start-
up), how to play the fish and bring it in, and then finally how to
let it go, Schmitz offers a lesson in how to try to understand our
mysterious relation to the world of nature, what we aren't,
"what one can't be." To mount this, he needs the associations of
bleeding bait and bleeding fog, the ice-O's of recognition be-
tween the fish's silent mouth and our own vocalizing when we
lose our "tie to the it-world," the hand that has to be immersed in
the fish's element before it can touch the fish in the act of releas-
ing it, a hand that has its curious reward in feeling "no-shape"
and in its own loss of "human warmth." Schmitz's economy here
— the pools are "latent" and the stream "all exegesis," for exam-
ple, setting up the tension between what can and can't be en-
countered and explained — is characteristic of his nimble style.
Even the ampersands and the fluctuating margin serve his pur-
pose, as does the tension between syntactic structure and stan-
zaic organization. The poem's multiplicity of effects models the
multiplicity of experience, the way in which what is learned in
fishing cannot really be separated into the practical — how it's
done — and the metaphysical — what it may finally mean. The
intertwining of physical and spiritual is always the point in
Schmitz's poems. Even as your body reacts to having its hand,
smelly and alien from the bait, dipped into the icy river so that it
can grasp and release the caught fish, giving it life, your spirit is
taking in the mystery of abnegation, incarnation, sacrifice. The
wholeness is in the quickness.
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Schmitz's love of process, reflected in his instruction poems
(this collection also contains "Instructions for Rowing"), leads
him to write often about work — fixing, building, maintaining
the house and yard — in the same dextrous, complicated way. In
"So High" the poet and his brother are working together at some
tree-pruning, the brother climbing and sawing, the poet-speaker
anchoring him, in case of a fall, by means of a rope on the ground.
Into this situation Schmitz effortlessly introduces family rela-
tions, growing up, the insight that age gives us on ourselves and
our pasts, and the sameness of middle-American lives, among
other things:
SO HIGH
that you can see where you fell
from the Dunkerton silo
at nine, or the sumac spear
I aimed at you,
threatening your eye — the retrospect
is all the way
to childhood — you're riding the sway,
each foot cupped
in last year's scions,
sawing, sawing a place for the sun
to freckle onto the roses.
My role is brake
on the nylon line I've tied to my waist,
a Mobius-twist that loops
yellow through the camphor
tree's eternal green. Bark comes down;
then you scab off a bootheel
like some body part,
always pulling more line until I lose
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what I knew of you.
One tree's enough
logic to climb through imagining
veer under elbowdeep green,
taking countless false handholds until you come out
in sky. Now the sun multiplies
off your tools,
but you won't ripple the saw again
through the steady groan
of the wood — you've seen the horizon
cut by roof-peaks
in your balkanized neighborhood of small lots.
In identical trees you see
other men sway
over reflected heat thrown
up from the asphalt shingles: you wave
they wave.
for my brother, Gerry
What lends this quickness (life as well as rapidity, another deep
pun that inhabits our language, this time a little archaic) is the
kind of verbal play involving see and saw in the first two stanzas,
the wit of diction like "retrospect" and "scions" (meaning, horti-
culturally, a detached shoot, and familially, a descendent), and
the brotherly connecting line that is really a Mobius strip or
stripe of yellow mortality through a green eternity. Or take the
adjective "balkanized" for the neighborhood, implying lots of
mutually hostile, jealously defended territories. It both supports
and rubs against the claims of sameness that the poem has ex-
plored, first in terms of the brothers, then in terms of all the local
householders. The ending is delightfully ambiguous; we can't tell
whether the men in the trees, emerging from their pruning to
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recognize a common identity (counteracting the balkanization of
life), are a reality or a hallucination of heat-waves and vertigo.
Their waving back when you wave resolves nothing; that's just
what mirrors do.
The multiple but uncongested and apparently effortless de-
signs of Schmitz s poems can make other writers seem a little
impoverished. But it s important that he keeps them sprightly
and springy, that their motion is restless and jumpy, implying
both concentration and distraction. Towards the end of his se-
cond lecture, Quickness," when he has himself confessed that
his talk, based as it is on invisible connections, has wandered off
in many directions and is risking dispersion," Calvino draws his
subject together by appealing once more to myth, this time to
two classical gods, quick Hermes and limping Vulcan:
According to [Andre Virel, in Histoire de noire image, 1965]
— a student of the collective imagination in what I take to
be the school of Jung — Mercury and Vulcan represent the
two inseparable and complementary functions of life:
Mercury represents syntony, or participation in the world
around us; Vulcan, focalizntion or constructive concentra-
tion. . . . Vulcan's concentration and craftsmanship are
needed to record Mercury's adventures and metamor-
phoses. Mercury's swiftness and mobility are needed to
make Vulcan's endless labors become bearers of meaning.
The tension between participation and constructive concentra-
tion is often inherent in Dennis Schmitz's very subjects — fish-
ing, rowing, birdwatching, roofing a shed, driving at night — but
it is even more in the way he exploits them that he seems to
answer to Calvino's balanced ideal. Indeed, naming single sub-
jects isn't appropriate to these poems. In being about several
things at once they achieve precisely the kind of economy and
uncongested multiplicity that we find in those narrative artists
— Borges and Calvino spring to mind — that we like to call magi-
cal realists. The way in which spiritual mysteries inhabit every-
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day activities gives Schmitz a kinship with Willard's existential
parity, but he is more active, more manipulative in the positive
sense (hands-on mysticism, we might say) in his pursuit of en-
counters with spiritual truth. It's a joyous sort of struggle: off to
the left of where Willard's balloon is rising we can make out Den-
nis Schmitz, wrestling with an angel.
Calvino's third lecture, "Exactitude," is his most difficult,
probably because it takes us to the heart of his own literary en-
terprise, the one that produced masterpieces like Invisible Cities. I
will not attempt to summarize it here, but will choose some of its
facets as a way of approaching my third poet, Stanley Plumly. It is
clear that Calvino feels that exactitude is a strong feature of good
poetry: in the course of his lecture he mentions Leopardi, Valery,
Poe, Williams, Moore, Montale and Ponge, among others. He
tells us early on that exactitude means "three things above all":
(1) a well-defined and well calculated plan for the work in
question;
(2) an evocation of clear, memorable visual images: in Ital-
ian we have an adjective that doesn't exist in English,
"icastico," from the Greek eixacrn.y.65;
(3) a language as precise as possible both in choice of
words and in expression of the subtleties of thought and
imagination.
The passion for precision, Poe's "demon of lucidity," would seem
to lie behind these principles. In a teeming, multiple reality, using
the unstable, equivocal tool of literature, the poet naturally de-
velops a drive toward exactitude that matches, though it does not
duplicate, that of the scientist.
Stanley Piumly's poems usually look bulky, dense, formida-
ble. One learns not to approach them lightly or casually. Their
fierce, lyrical concentration requires that we concentrate our
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own attention: to their movement, their music, their passionate
investigation of experience. Boy on the Step may well be Plumly 's
best collection to date. We can begin a consideration of it with a
poem called “Cedar Waxwing on Scarlet Firethorn." The title
shows us that Plumly is not afraid to tackle beautiful, traditional
subjects. It also gives us the first instance of his precision: he
knows exactly which bird, which bush; an informed sense of nat-
ural history and biological taxonomy characterizes his poetic
diction.
A poet of lightness, like Willard, might try to enter the being
of the bird, to participate in its experience of flight and freedom.
A poet of quickness, like Schmitz, might interact dizzily with the
bird, using its racing metabolism to step up the pulse of his own
language. Plumly, though, is more deliberate and circumspect.
We find him testing and trying words and phrases, asserting and
then qualifying his assertions, letting us participate in his drive to
describe what is usually beyond description:
To start again with something beautiful,
and natural, the waxwing first on one
foot, then the other, holding the berry
against the moment like a drop of blood —
red-wing-tipped, yellow at the tip of the
tail, the head sleek, crested, fin or arrow,
turning now, swallowing. Or any bird
that turns, as by instruction, its small, dark
head, disinterested, toward the future; flies
into the massive tangle of the trees, slick.
The visual glide of the detail blurs.
That is the first of four eleven-line stanzas (“a well-defined and
well-calculated plan for the work"). The precision of the descrip-
tion creates trust for those moments when the poet's regard
moves beyond descriptive norms: for example, "holding the
berry / against the moment,' followed by the easily
legistoitd
simile, "like a drop of blood." The apparent choices something
beautiful / and natural," "fin or arrow" — are not hesitations but
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invitations to the process that the drive to exactitude involves.
Calvino recalls that Ponge often published his drafts and vari-
ants, that Leonardo Da Vinci grew "more interested in the pro-
cess of inquiry than in the completion of a text for publication.
"
That involvement in process is never bewildered by the details it
pursues. Even as it registers the particularity of one bird, one
moment, it is considering the variants and the variability: "or any
bird / that turns. . . Paired with the passion for detail must be
a passion to see beyond it, make it belong to a larger pattern or
order. Plumly now changes direction, or appears to, by introduc-
ing the subject of suicide:
The good gun flowering in the mouth is done,
like swallowing the sword or eating fire,
the carnival trick we could take back if
we wanted. When I was told suicide
meant the soul stayed with the body locked in
the ground I knew it was wrong, that each bird
could be anyone in the afterlife,
alive, on wing. Like this one, which lets its
thin lisp of a song go out into
the future, then follows, into the wood-
land understory, into its voice, gone.
Calvino surmises that the "exact and meticulous attention" of
literature may stem from a fascination with what can't be seen or
sensed. That would make Plumly resemble Leopardi and Valery
and a long line of romantics and symbolists. He is studying this
bird, this bush, this moment, we begin to realize, for the sake of a
delicate hypothesis: could the flight and song of birds give us a
hint of the future, the afterlife, a counterweight to despair? As
we disappear into our own voices, do they become a new thing, a
music?
But to look down the long shaft of the air,
the whole healing silence of the air, fire
and thorn, where we want to be, on the edge
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of the advantage, the abrupt green edge
between the flowering pyracantha and
the winded, open field, before the trees —
to be alive in secret, that is what
we wanted, and here, as when we die what
lives is fluted on the air — a whistle,
then the wing — even our desire to die,
to swallow fire, disappear, be nothing.
This great, restless sentence, with its overlappings and hesita-
tions and forward plungings, is gathering meaning to itself stead-
ily as it meanders forward, the syntax both encumbered and very
adroit. It is all recapitulation of the first two stanzas, somehow,
and at the same time it feels new and fresh. It approaches a union
with the bird's being, and it is virtually unparaphrasable. And
now the poem's close:
The body fills with light, and in the mind
the white oak of the table, the ladder
stiffness of the chair, the dried-out paper
on the wall fly back into the vein and
branching of the leaf — flare like the waxwings,
whose moment seems to fill the scarlet hedge.
From the window at a distance, just more
trees against the sky, and in the distance
after that everything is possible.
We are in a room with all the loved ones
who, when they answer, have the power of song.
for John Jones
We are experiencing transcendence here and at the same time
studying it objectively, from the outside. We aie classifying ec
stasy, taxonomizing bliss. The room we are in is both the room of
ordinary experience, table, chair, wallpaper, window, and the
room outside of time, full of the lost and now recovered choir of
the dead. It is the kind of thing that Yeats manages at times (e.g..
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"Among School Children"), and it required from him, as it has for
Plumly, a "use of language . . . that enables us to approach
things (present or absent) with discretion, attention, and cau-
tion, with respect for what things (present or absent) communi-
cate without words." Thus Calvino, late in his lecture, and for
Plumly one may need only add "present and absent," for that is
the simultaneity he is registering here. To see a particular bird at
a particular moment doing its quite ordinary thing, eating berries
from a bush, and to make that a window to the infinite and a way
of speculating about the afterlife and achieving a sense that "ev-
erything is possible": that requires a language as precise as possi-
ble, "both in choice of words and in expression of the subtleties of
thought and imagination."
Calvino further suggests in the course of his lecture that all
writers of exactitude are really cosmologists, metaphysicians. In
the detail of the detail of the detail they hope to discover infinity,
somersaulting into the macrocosm, seducing the universe itself.
Certainly the metaphysical side of Plumly, his yearnings toward
transcendence and mystery, serves to confirm that hunch, as do
Calvino's own creations. I realize that I am not going to have
room here to do justice to Boy on the Step, to its lapses (a strangely
unsuccessful villanelle, longish poems that meander forward too
slowly and grandly) and its glories ("Hedgerows," "Cloud Build-
ing," "Toward Umbria," "Above Barnesville"). I must be content
to cite one more poem, a shorter one, as evidence of Plumly 's
drive toward exactitude and, with it, cosmic vision:
COMING INTO LAGUARDIA LATE AT NIGHT
The glide almost outside of time, the plane
at landing speed. It's January, dead
clear as starlight, the city in the air,
the Manichean pitch-black of the buildings
six thousand feet up the window mountain.
Adrift and north: Capella, Canis Minor.
In another year, leaving the city
in a car, I could see in the mirror
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from the backbone of the bridge, the wet sun
sliding into just one building, gold on
gold, and into the shadow wells. Like those
blossoms that fall to earth from light-years off,
some of the fire stays, some floats like torches
passed ahead of us along the pathways.
What makes this unconventional sonnet lovely, among other
things, is the exactness it achieves by its various directions of
imaginative reach — the darkness is "Manichean," the bridge has
a “backbone” — and by the care of its knowledge: Capella, a star
of the first magnitude forty light years away, is a spectroscopic
binary, one part of which shows a spectrum almost exactly like
that of our sun. The binary opposites of this poem — night-day,
plane-car, arriving-leaving, starlight-sunlight — collapse at the
end into the recognition that starlight is sunlight, and vice versa,
that the fire that stays and the fire that floats ahead of us like
torches, the near and the far of our own limited senses, is the one
fire, some kind of light that can be called divine. The precise at-
tention to the two moments, although brief, is what makes the
full and final recognition possible, a recognition in which another
microcosm-macrocosm distinction, blossom and star, collapses
into a singular beauty. Plumly's patience — he takes his time fin-
ishing poems and assembling collections — rewards us all.
Calvino produces a beautiful juxtaposition in the course of
his lecture on exactitude. He proposes that all artists might be
assigned either to the party of the crystal or the party of the
flame. The first group wants to create self-organizing systems,
the latter to discover beauty in change, growth, agitation. One
wants to attract and order light, the other to dance and give it off.
Having made this pair of opposites, set up these parties, Calvino,
as he often does, dissolves the distinction and admits that artists
want both. They cannot remain good party members; the adher-
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ents of the crystal are tempted by the beauty of the flame, and
vice versa. The juxtaposition and the gesture of dismissal re-
minded me how often in the lectures Calvino finds an exciting
pairing — anchor and dolphin, butterfly and crab — only to cast it
aside and move on. Perhaps he is showing that juxtapositions
create meaning but must be abandoned in pursuit of newer
meaning. Since his favorite juxtapositions tend to combine the
stable and the unstable, we may well be looking at a principle
central to his aesthetic: that literature is a dialogue between
these two tendencies, stability and instability, a dialogue that is
endless and unresolved. Perhaps criticism, if criticism aspires to
the achievement of literature, must try to be that too. In the
spirit of that unresolvable dialogue, I hereby dissolve my pairings
— Nancy Willard with lightness, Dennis Schmitz with quickness,
Stanley Plumly with exactitude. They have been useful, but
another essay might realign the poets, praising Plumly 's quick-
ness, Schmitz's lightness, Willard's exactitude. Or it might try to
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